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Note big ideas, supporting passages, and important takeaways related to spiritual formation:

Immediately following the sermon, answer these questions: 

        What did you learn from this sermon relating to the theme of spiritual formation? 

 
  

        What are several practical steps you could take to grow spiritually based on what 
        you heard from the sermon?

SERMON WRAP-UP QUESTIONS



1 How we are to live in response to the message of the gospel is an overarching 
theme of Romans. Let’s back up and read Romans 6:1-14. How do the ideas of 
the old-self being crucified, not letting sin reign in our bodies, sin not having 
dominion over us because of grace, and other concepts in Romans 6 tie in with 
the exhortations Paul is giving in Romans 12:1-2?

What is the basis of Paul’s appeal in Romans 12:1? What do the “mercies of God” 
refer to? Question 1 helps us answer this question.

In a nutshell, what is Paul’s appeal in Romans 12:1? Talk about all aspects of the 
appeal, which clarify what kind of living sacrifice we are to be.

Create a “compare and contrast” list with Romans 12:2. What should we not 
do and what should we do?  In your own words explain what it means to be 
“conformed to this world” and “be transformed by the renewing of our minds.”

What are the means and methods that keep disciples of Jesus from conforming 
to the world and being transformed by the renewal of our minds. Your answer 
should include the ways the mind is engaged as a disciple. Consider how the 
mind is connected to our actions.

We often forget the last part of 12:2b in our reflection. How does a renewing 
of our minds connect to discerning the will of God?  In other words, how does 
knowing God shape how we live for God?

In your experience, is it easier to change your thinking or change your behavior? 
What spiritual habits and practices does God want you to pursue as a growing 
disciple?

First Free Church CORE Classes
Let us help you in your journey! We have 6 Core Classes that will help you grow 
as a follower of Jesus. Each class will equip you in different ways as you grow 
in your spiritual formation. For more information, go to firstfreelincoln.org/
growth.
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Romans 12:1-2.

Disciples are dedicated servants who are being 
transformed via mind renewal (…God’s Word).
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